Master Class for Young Practitioners

Wednesday, April 18, 2012
9:00-19:00
Venue: WESTIN Hotel, Warsaw
Auspices: ACVI, EAPCI, PCR
Accreditation: EBAC, Polish Cardiac Society (PCS)

How to successfully manage a patient by PCI?
A patient with stable coronary artery disease & a patient with Non ST-Elevation Myocardial Infarction

Target audience:
Young interventionists independent in diagnostics and starting to be independent in PCI.

Facilitators:
Gregory Ducrocq (Paris), Philipp Khalert (Essen), Jean Marco (Toulouse), Jerzy Pręgowski (Warsaw), Emmanuel Sorbets (Paris)

Learning objectives:
The aim of these PCR seminars is to provide participants with a method of reasoning that helps them reflect on current knowledge and experience – and develop answers to a fundamental question that impacts daily practice:
„What is the best management and technical strategy for each patient presenting with a Coronary Artery Disease – considering his/her clinical situation, and in light of local experience and best available evidence?”

The program will include:
- Interactive discussions using „Live in-a-box® cases” and videos
- Use of a specific interactive tool for a very dynamic learning process
- Debates and sharing views between participants and experts
- Step by step reasoning approach
PROGRAM AT A GLANCE
Wednesday, April 18, 2012
9:00-19:00

09:00-09:15  Welcome: J. Marco, Chairman of PCR; J. Fajadet, President of EAPCI
09:15-09:30  Introduction: Outline of the program
09:30-11:00  Part 1 – A stable patient
              Patient assessment
              Decision making process
11:00-11:30  COFFEE BREAK
11:30-13:00  Part 2 – A stable patient
              PCI is decided (1) Strategy / Material
13:00-14:00  LUNCH (Fusion Restaurant)
14:00-15:30  Part 3 – A stable patient
              PCI is decided (2) Procedure
15:30-16:00  COFFEE BREAK
16:00-17:30  Part 4 – A patient with NSTEMI
              Specificities of a NSTEMI patient
17:30-18:00  COFFEE BREAK
18:00-18:30  Part 5 – Post PCI
18:30-19:00  Wrap Up and evaluation

SIMULATOR SESSION
Thursday, April 19, 2012
10:00-13:30
Venue: WESTIN Hotel, Warsaw

Chairman:  Jean Marco (Toulouse)
Tutors:     Gregory Ducrocq (Paris), Philipp Khalert (Essen), Krzysztof Kukula (Warsaw),
            Jerzy Pręgowski (Warsaw), Emmanuel Sorbets (Paris)